
April 19, 2022

The Office of Administrative Law The Department of Cannabis Control

Reference Attorney Legal Affairs Division

300 Capitol Mall, Suite 1250 2920 Kilgore Road

Sacramento, CA 95814 Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

staff@oal.ca.gov publiccomment@cannabis.ca.gov

On behalf of the Cannabis Distribution Association (CDA) and our members, representing a significant

portion of regulated cannabis distributed throughout California, we are pleased to offer formal

comments and suggested revisions to strengthen and clarify the Department of Cannabis Control’s

proposed regulations released on March 4, 2021. Our organization has identified several major issues

that we believe should be addressed or further clarified within this regulatory package.

§15000.1 RE: DISTRIBUTOR TRANSFER AUTHORITY

There is currently no pathway to resolve or dispute incomplete transfers in METRC. Oftentimes,

distributors will complete the transportation of a transfer to a licensee, and log all necessary information

in METRC on our end, yet the transfer remains “incomplete” because the recipient licensee does not

resolve it in METRC on their end. Regulations should grant distributors the authority to resolve transfers

that remain incomplete in METRC due to inaction on the part of the recipient licensee, or otherwise

ensure that distributors can dispute any “incomplete” transfer found in METRC if they probably

conducted the transfer in a lawful manner.

§15000.7(c) RE: SEPARATE BREAK ROOMS

Many distributor licensees operate out of large-scale warehouse facilities with limited finished office

space. The proposed requirement under §15000.7(c), to have floor-to-ceiling walls separating break

rooms from storage cannot be accommodated within many existing operator facilities. This proposed

change would place undue burden on licensed operators to either pay for high-cost facility

improvements (including lengthy local building permits and approvals), or force employees to break

outside of the facility. Well-established break areas separated from product storage by a number of feet

and partial wall/partitions should be adequate in keeping inventory distinct and unaffected by breaktime

activities. Diversion and theft would not be reduced with the implementation of this proposed

floor-to-ceiling wall requirement, as all inventory areas and stored products are required to be fully

monitored under camera 24/7.
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We suggest the following revisions to Section §15000.7:

(c) Employee break rooms, changing facilities and bathrooms shall be fully enclosed and

separated from all storage areas by solid walls and ceiling that extend from the floor to the

ceiling.

(d) Employee break areas established in open facility spaces shall be separated from all storage

areas by at least 10 feet, or by partition walls.

(d) (e) Licensees may use shipping containers as temporary storage space on their licensed

premises when their storage needs exceed the capacity of their storage space. Licensees using

storage containers pursuant to this subsection shall notify the Department of the premises

modification in accordance with subsection (h) of section 15027.

§15003 RE: OWNERS OF COMMERCIAL CANNABIS BUSINESSES

We support many of the improvements to this section, but feel that the definition of “Owners” is still too

broad, specifically in Section §15003(E).

(E) The chief executive officer, president or their equivalent, or an officer, director, vice

president, general manager or their equivalent.

Vice presidents, general managers, “or their equivalent” should not be considered owners. Owners

should either be those with 20% or more equity, or officers of the corporation holding the license.

§15041.1 RE: BRANDED MERCHANDISE

The previous fact sheet was more broad in its definition of what qualifies as Branded Merchandise. For

consistency, we recommend the following clarifications to §15041.1:

(a) “Branded merchandise” means non-consumable consumer goods utilized by a licensee for

advertising and marketing purposes. Examples of branded merchandise include clothing, bags,

pens, keychains, mugs, water bottles, lanyards, stickers, pins, , and posters, vape pen chargers,

and other cannabis accessories. “Branded merchandise” does not include items containing

cannabis or any items that are considered food as defined by Health and Safety Code section

109935.

(b) After December 31, 2021, branded merchandise shall identify the licensee responsible for its

content by displaying the license number in a manner that is permanently affixed to on the
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exterior packaging or price tag label of the merchandise, legible, and clearly visible from the

outside of the merchandise.

(c) Branded merchandise shall not be designed in any manner that is attractive to children as

specified in section 15040(a)(3).

Branded merchandise can include small items, such as vape pen chargers, key chains, and lighters. The

proposed requirement to affix a 15 character license number to very small items defeats the purpose of

the branded merchandise as a marketing tool. The size of the license number would clutter marketing

designs and marketable content. At times, the license number would likely be shrunk down to a font size

too small to meet any intent to market only legal cannabis goods.

§15041.2 - 15041.7 RE: TRADE SAMPLES

In an effort to capture the existing volumes and workflows for promotional “penny” samples in the legal

cannabis market, CDA solicited trade information from several of its members. In reviewing that

information, the following trends were identified and presented to DCC staff at a virtual meeting with

HERBL in December 2021:

■ The current volume of trade samples (“penny” sales) in the legal CA cannabis market averages

between 1% - 3% of each product batch 
■ New product launches and production cycles require waves of sample releases; not static

monthly averages 
■ New product launches require higher volume sample releases than existing products 
■ Retailers served/target statewide market is typically 500-800 stores per launch

CDA appreciates the DCC’s willingness to review suggested changes to the current Trade Sample

regulations, as they do not facilitate any of the above existing trade sample trends.

Regulations should base Trade Sample Limits on a Per-Batch Basis, Not Per License Basis

In order to accommodate enough trade samples for a standard statewide market release, the trade

sample regulations need to allow for between 2-5% of the production batch to be designated as trade

samples. The percentage production batch limit would be straightforward for both DCC and the

operator to administer and track in the seed-to-sale system (CCTT). Given the information provided by

several operators, increasing the limit to this scale would reflect the current trade sample volumes in the

market today, and encourage licensees to use the new Trade Sample designation work flows. Setting the

limit lower than 2% may not adequately capture what larger product launches need. The percent per

batch limit is also consistent with the intention and bill history of SB475.
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Regulations Should Not Establish Static Monthly Trade Sample Limits

In order to accommodate the cyclical nature of product launches, the trade sample designation and

provision limits should not be restricted by calendar month. CDA acknowledges DCCs concerns around

product diversion through over-allocation of samples; however, we feel those risks are relatively low

compared to other prominent ways diversion is occurring in California, and those low risks can be

mitigated through restrictions on the amount of total samples an employee can receive.

A budtender or retail consultant advising customers on the cannabis products available for purchase

should be allowed to sample the products and speak from personal experience. The proposed allotment

of one (1) individual cannabis and cannabis products line to each recipient employee in a calendar

month period is far too small an amount to fulfill the educational intent behind trade samples.

We suggest the following revisions to Section §15041.7:

(a) A licensee is limited to designating the greater of either a) 5% of the total cannabis or

cannabis goods batch, or b) 2.5 pounds of flower or 7,500 units from each cannabis or

cannabis good batch the following aggregate amounts of cannabis goods as trade samples in a

calendar month period.

(1) For cannabis in the form of dried flower, a total of two (2) pounds; and

(2) For manufactured and nonmanufactured cannabis products, a total of 900 individual units.

(3) For seeds, immature plants, and other propagated material, 18 seeds, 12 seedlings, 8

cuttings, or tissue cultures per strain.

(b) Licensees authorized to provide trade samples may provide trade samples to multiple

employees or recipient licensees.

(c) A licensee is limited to providing up to 10% of the total trade samples per cannabis or

cannabis goods batch the following aggregate amounts of cannabis goods as trade samples to

each recipient licensee in a calendar month period:.

(1) For cannabis in the form of dried flower, five (5) grams per strain and no more than six (6)

strains to each recipient licensee;

(2) For manufactured and nonmanufactured cannabis products, five (5) individual units, as

packaged for retail sale, per cannabis product line and no more than six (6) individual cannabis

product lines to each recipient licensee;
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(3) For seeds, immature plants, and other propagated material, no more than six (6) strains to

each recipient licensee.

(d) A licensee is limited to providing no more than one (1) ten (10) individual cannabis and

cannabis products line to each recipient employee in a calendar month period.

(e) The limits provided in subsection (c) apply to the transfer of cannabis trade samples from one

licensee to each recipient licensee and do not limit the total amount of cannabis trade samples

that a licensed distributor may transport.

Remove CCTT Reporting Requirements for the Final Employee Allocation of Trade Samples

In order to avoid introducing another track and trace bottleneck in the supply chain workflows, CDA

suggests that the DCC establish provisions around monthly trade sample reporting (trade sample receipt

limits per employee) that can be recorded outside of the statewide CCTT system. Nevada’s Cannabis

Compliance Board (CCB) has an example of Required Reporting [NAC 453.426 (6)(C)] that DCC could

mimic for trade samples. Certain aspects of the Trade Sample designation and assignment (to the sale

representative) could be reported in CCTT, while the final tracking and reporting of individuals receiving

the sample could be reported outside of CCTT and uploaded to the DCC through the Accela portal. DCC

could establish exactly what information and format the trade sample reporting must follow, as does

CCB.

We suggest the following revisions to Section §15041.4:

(i) Cannabis and cannabis products provided to employees as trade samples must be properly

recorded in order to ensure compliance with individual recipient limits. in the track and trace

system. The transaction shall be recorded as a package adjustment when provided to the

employee. The adjustment note must include the name or licensee-assigned employee number

of the employee and the date and time the cannabis and cannabis products were provided to

the employee. All licensees are required to submit a copy of their quarterly employee trade

sample allocation reports, in the format dictated by the Department, 30 days after quarter

end. These records shall also be made available to the Department immediately upon

request.

Regulations Should Allow for Increased Carry Limits for Sales Representatives Traveling in Secure

Vehicles

In order to accommodate all license types representing their own trade samples, a regulatory

mechanism is needed to establish smaller class vehicles for the sales representatives. Carry limits and

vehicle requirements matching non-storefront retailers would be adequate. The use of a distribution

transit van as a means to provide trade samples to retailers (some in areas not within existing
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distribution routes/customers) is costly to the distributor who needs those vehicles for regularly

occurring wholesale transport. An option to have DCC approve smaller vehicles under the distribution

license is needed.

§15049.2 RE: RECORDING TRANSFERS IN METRC

According to regulations, all licensees shall prepare a shipping manifest “through the track and trace

system” prior to any transfer of cannabis goods. However, METRC is presently unable to register a

transfer directly via the application programming interface (API). This lack of access to the API endpoint

causes a burden to generate a report outside of METRC and upload it prior to a transfer of goods.

Moreover, the ability to enter transfers directly into METRC would allow for more real-time, accurate

tracking of transfers. In order to effectively implement this regulation, METRC must fully integrate the

ability for licensees to directly enter product transfers via the API.

§15015 RE: PAYMENT OF FEES

Cannabis distributors provide a vital role in the cannabis supply chain -- including tax collection, quality

assurance and of course transportation and warehousing -- and do all of these on the smallest margins of

any license type. Distributors shouldn’t have to choose between overpaying fees or risk 50% penalties.

We suggest that the Bureau implement a mechanism that allows licensees to recoup overpayments of

licensing fees the same way that federal and state taxpayers are able to apply overpayments to future

periods. Similarly, should revenues exceed expectations, then licensees should have the ability to “pay

the difference” during the term so as to avoid penalties.

We seek clarification on this point and suggest that §15015 be amended as follows:

(c) Failure to pay the appropriate licensing fee is grounds for discipline. If the Department

determines that the licensee paid an amount less than the appropriate licensing fee under

section 15014, the licensee will be required to pay the balance of the appropriate fee within 90

days of exceeding the gross revenue threshold, or otherwise be required to pay the balance as

well as and a penalty fee of 50 percent of the appropriate licensing fee. The Department in its

discretion may waive the penalty fee.

(d) Overpayments of licensing fees may be applied to the following year’s license fee, upon

approval by the Department.
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§15050 RE: LOSS OF ACCESS

Distribution activities are the only part of the supply chain that are not permitted to continue in the

event of a loss of access to the track and trace system. Stopping all planned transportation activities for

an undetermined amount of time will lead to a substantial loss of revenue for distributors, while other

license types are authorized to continue normal business activities. We seek that the Department

establish parity between all license types in the event of a loss of access, by striking the subsection

below:

(b) The licensee shall not initiate transport for, receive, or deliver any cannabis or cannabis

products until such time as access is restored.

§15052 RE: REJECTION OF SHIPMENTS

Returned cannabis or cannabis products due to order management issues (i.e., receiver ordered too
much) should not require retesting. A requirement to retest all goods prior to resale (regardless of
whether the COA is valid, and goods are tamper-evident) is cumbersome and costly.

We request that the provision for retesting unopened, valid returned product be removed from §15052:

(a) Cannabis and cannabis products may be returned from the licensee currently in possession to
the originating licensee for any lawful business purpose in accordance with the following:

(1) Cannabis and cannabis products shall not be re-processed, re-branded, re-labeled, physically
re-packaged, have their expirations dates amended, or modified in any way without prior
approval from the Department. To receive approval to modify the cannabis or cannabis products,
licensees shall submit a corrective action plan that meets the requirements specified in section
17305.

(2) After being returned, cannabis and cannabis products that have been returned shall be
transported to a licensed distributor to undergo laboratory testing in accordance with chapters 2
and 6 and quality assurance review pursuant to sections 15307 and 15307.1 prior to being
transported to a licensed retailer.

(b) Returns of cannabis and cannabis products shall be recorded in the track and trace
system on a return manifest that shall contain the reason for the return.

(c) Cannabis and cannabis products shall not be transported pursuant to a return unless the
licensee returning the cannabis and cannabis products and the licensee receiving the cannabis
and cannabis products have both consented to the return. The licensee that receives the return
shall physically accept the return and enter it into the track and trace system.
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While we support a requirement for two-party consent to return cannabis goods, there is currently no
functionality within the track-and-trace system that prevents a return from being established in METRC
by only one of the two consenting parties. Without this stop-gate, DCC should clarify that a party that
does not consent to the return is not held liable for the misinformation in the track-and-trace system.
See also our comment on §15049.2 RE: RECORDING TRANSFERS IN METRC.

§15307 RE: QA REVIEW

Under the language as drafted, a last-mile distributor who wishes to send back product(s) that fail QA
inspection to the originating distributor must first wait for the DCC to approve the originating
distributor’s corrective action plan. This is often a long process, and one that can cut into vital storage
space for the last-mile distributor. In instances of a distributor-to-distributor transfer, the last-mile
distributor should have the ability to transfer any product(s) that fail final QA review to the originating
distributor without needing to wait for approval of a corrective action plan. This will allow the originating
distributor to handle all lawful remediation or destruction of the failed product(s) in a timely manner.

§17221(c) RE: WEIGHMASTER CERTIFICATE

Proposed regulation requires a weighmaster certificate be sent with every transfer. This is a duplicative
requirement given that all weighing devices in use already have to be weighmaster approved and sealed.
Request to use the transfer manifest instead, or reference it on the weighmaster certificate, to avoid the
requirement to fill out the same information multiple times for every transfer.

§17302.1 RE: TINCTURES

Proposed §17302.1 (Additional Requirements for Tinctures) requires that all tinctures are limited to 2 fl.
oz. or less. Limiting the packaging size of any and all forms of tinctures means that the relative potency
of tinctures will be higher. Higher potencies in  smaller packages actually makes it harder on consumers
to dose accurately (i.e. 1000mg THC in a 2 fl oz bottle is 16.91 times more potent than 1000mg THC in a
1000ml bottle). Furthermore, cannabis consumers who require high dose products to obtain their relief,
specifically medical patients, will be the most hurt by these new regulations because tincture
manufacturers are severely restrained from innovating new formulations for better tasting tinctures. The
limit to 2 fl oz bottles will also increase waste from product packaging and carbon emissions from
dispensary visits by eliminating larger form-factor tinctures. Consumers often turn to tinctures as an
alternative to smoking or vaping, and this new proposed change cuts them off from the product form
they need or prefer, leading many to illicit products which are easier and cheaper to obtain than legal
products, but do not follow any safety guidelines or pass through any testing.

§17303.1 RE: INHALED PRODUCTS

Proposed §17303.1 limits the allowed ingredients for inhaled products which include
“botanically-derived terpenes” and “ingredients permitted by the United States Food and Drug
Administration as an ‘inactive ingredient’ for inhalation.” However, it is improper to cite to the FDA
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inactive ingredient database because the FDA does not, and cannot, regulate cannabis ingredients.
Therefore, the FDA list does not accurately reflect what is safe to put into cannabis products. The
Department should take inspiration from Oregon Regulation OAR 845-025-3265 and create a list of
prohibited ingredients for all inhalable cannabis products, rather than referencing an approved list from
a Federal Agency which does not, and cannot, regulate cannabis ingredients.

Further, the proposed Regulations fail to define “botanically-derived terpenes” which is highly
concerning to many licensed cannabis manufacturers who utilize terpene blends that include other
botanically-derived ingredients like ketones, aldehydes, esters, and alcohols; all of which are not strictly
“terpenes”, nor listed in the FDA’s Inactive Ingredient database. This proposed change would remove
popular, safe products from the legal market, creating an opportunity for the illicit market to entice yet
more consumers to their untested products.  Botanically-derived ingredients are a key component when
creating terpene blends to replicate the terpenoid profiles of cannabis strains, and thus consumers will
lose out on the beneficial effects of terpene blends without them. “Botanically-derived ingredients”
should replace “botanically-derived terpenes” in §17303.1 and be added as a defined term in §15000 to
include botanically-derived terpenes, as well as associated compounds such as ketones, aldehydes,
esters, and alcohols.

§17401(A) RE: VARIETY / MULTI-PACKS

Section 17401(a) requires that all cannabis goods be in final form for retail sale before they can be
transferred to a distributor for Regulatory Compliance Testing; and §15306(b) prohibits batches which
have “passed” regulatory compliance testing from being re-packaged. This prevents licensees from
creating variety/multi-packs of different strains or formulations of the same product type, which would
allow consumers the option to try multiple varieties and strains. Consumers could then gain a better
knowledge of which products and strains work best for them. We suggest a further revision to both
§17401(a) and §15306(b) to allow limited re-packaging as long as each product in the variety pack is
distinct, maintains its original tamper evident seals and label, and no changes have been made to any
labels which would accurately reflect Regulatory Compliance Testing Results. Each variety pack product
would be in compliance with all other applicable regulations, including identifying individual batch and
UID numbers for each product. Further, these variety packs would still be required not to exceed THC
concentration limits under §17304.

§17407 RE: CANNABINOID CONTENT LABELING

Under the California Code of Regulations 4 CCR 15307.1, the “total THC, and/or Total CBD claimed to be

present on a label shall not be considered inaccurate if the difference in percentage on the certificate of

analysis is plus or minus 10.0%”. Section §17407(d)(2) of the proposed regulations stipulates that the

“labeled cannabinoid content shall reflect the amount indicated on the Certificate of Analysis”.

Clarification is needed to respond to operators who wish to label cannabis and cannabis goods within a

10.0% variance of the amount reflected on the COA. We recommend adding specific language in the
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regulations that clarifies 4 CCR 15037.1 as an allowable variance for accuracy of the lab results, and not

the product labeling.

REGULATORY CHANGES WE SUPPORT

Thank you for addressing several sections that needed attention and have since been addressed,
including but not limited to:

● §15004(a)(3) - Proposed regulation on financial interest holders now details a threshold of 10%
of profits or 20% of ownership. This is a great clarifying addition and helps applicants know who
has to be named as a financial interest holder.

● §15034 - Proposed regulation significantly simplifies the calculation of significant discrepancy in
inventory. We support this change.

● §15301(e) Proposed regulation allows for distribution cross-docking. Section clarifies scenarios
where distributors can send products down to another facility, and from there transfer to the
final retailer from that storage facility. This is a huge win for logistical efficiency in a state the size
of California.

● §15306(c) - Proposed regulation would allow for the use of electronic COAs instead of the
requirement for a printed hard copy. This is a huge win for reducing paper waste and the
administrative burden of cannabis licensees. We support this change.

● §15311 - Proposed regulation strikes a balance between streamlining requirements needed for
cannabis transportation vehicles while maintaining the security of drivers and goods.

● §15709 - Proposed regulations provide clarification on the requirements for transportation
vehicles for lab samples. We support this clarifying change.

● §15726(h) - Proposed regulation allows a process to correct minor errors on COAs. This is a great
commonsense change and we support it.   We do believe this should be an emergency regulation.

● §17411(a)(6) - The proposed changes will allow cannabis beverages to be packaged in
containers which are either clear or in any color. We fully support these changes to §17411 for
the benefits it will provide to the environment by removing outer shrink wrap or outer packaging
which was previously required to cover the entire bottle to “hide” the liquid. We also believe
that this change will reduce burdens on cannabis beverage manufacturers who currently have to
seek out more expensive amber or opaque bottles. Finally, consumers will be the biggest
winners through this regulation change because they will now be able to see exactly how much
product they are consuming for much easier measuring/dosing.
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The leadership of the Cannabis Distribution Association appreciates the opportunity to provide formal
comments to the DCC’s most recent emergency regulatory package and are happy to discuss these items
further with you as necessary to further implement this regulatory package. Please consider us a
resource on these issues moving forward.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Gallerani Lauren Fraser Coté

Co-Chair of the Board Co-Chair of the Board
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